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Outline 

  What is OT? 

  Basic workflow for proposal preparation 

  Important aspects to consider in OT 

  Documentation, videos, and other useful information 

  Final notes and reminders 



Getting started with OT 

  Download 
https://almascience.nao.ac.jp/proposing/observing-tool 

Webstart is best. 
  If prefer tarball, get the one with its own JAVA. 



You will need… 

  Register in the ALMA Science Portal 
  Sign in into OT with your ID/pass 

  Some patience ….OT can be quite slow in some 
laptops... 



When starting your proposal… 

You! 

Cool proposal title… 



General information… 

Science case doc!! 

If you are student 
Or have related/previous  
ALMA proposals. 

Additional people 



Info for preparing proposals… 

READ THROUGHLY   https://almascience.nao.ac.jp/proposing/call-for-proposals 

READ  
THROUGHLY  



Start your Science Goals (SG) 

Add SG 

Fill in section by section 

Typical GUI looking… 



Keep it 
short 

Summary style 
is adequate. 



Single pointing…. 

Resolve name or input 
everything by hand 

Triple check everything! 

Source properties…. 

Do not trust blindly this! 



Spectral needs 

Using the four BB 
with 1 spw in each one. 

averaging channels. Triple check frequencies, resolution, etc..! 

Choosing your spectral mode 



Example of spectral setup 

Graphical guide 
for spectral setup. 

It might be 
inaccurate…. 



Mosaicing with ALMA 

Also check the mosaic  
parameters, like size, angle, … 



Sensitivity needed… 
Field of views of ALMA 

ALMA specifics 

You need this  

With this sensitivity 

In a channel this wide 



How much time it takes? 

Assumed weather  
(don’t change it) 

12-m config(s) needed 

How ALMA calibrate. 

To map big structures. 



Basic guide for times 

Double check with OT for your proposal. 



Testing/playing the calculator 

Check that this matches what OT says you need for your proposal. 

Launch it 

For continuum of channel 
calculations 

Infer sensitivity or 
required time 



Examples of SG 

Loading them… 

You can see all info  
right there, or copy 
and edit it to your  
proposal….. 

Double check details if you 
Want to use it!!! 



New observing modes 

  ACA standalone 
  It just needs to choose the ‘right’ angular resolution… 

  Large program 



Trashing the 12-m array:    ACA standalone 

Choose something close to this…and that is all! 



Examples of spectral modes 

Useful to check major, and often used, line combinations. 
These are examples using continuum spw as well. 



Reminders… 

  Standard modes have more chance to be observed. 

  Lower frequencies (B3 and B6) are done regularly, even 
for some fillers! 



Configurations available… 

‘Blue-type’ observations are 
more challenging… 



Check more information 

Known issues 

Useful video tutorials 

After you get your proposal 
approved. 

Reference information 



Checking issues…. 



…and restrictions and rules 

For example, multiple tunings in the same SG 

Restrictions on the # of spw and its placement. 



For example… 

Same bandwidth and same 
averaging factor 

Same bandwidth and different 
averaging factor 



Wrapping up your proposal 

…there are no errors reported…. After validation…. à File -> submit project! 



Then, à Tools -> Generate pdf of the whole proposal 

à File -> submit project! 



Remarks/notes 

  OT always (so far) has bugs when newly released L 
  Triple check critical outcome like integration times, 

sensitivity, etc. 

  Doubts??? 
  Re-read the documents! 
  Contact the ARC in person if you are around. 

  We might ask you to submit a ticket J 

  Send a Help Desk ticket if not in ASIAA. 
  Especially check again on the new capabilities if you 

would be using them. 


